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Abstract—A novel approach for event summarization and rare event detection is proposed. Unlike conventional methods that deal

with event summarization and rare event detection independently, our method solves them in a single framework by transforming them

into a graph editing problem. In our approach, a video is represented by a graph, each node of which indicates an event obtained by

segmenting the video spatially and temporally. The edges between nodes describe the relationship between events. Based on the

degree of relations, edges have different weights. After learning the graph structure, our method finds subgraphs that represent event

summarization and rare events in the video by editing the graph, that is, merging its subgraphs or pruning its edges. The graph is edited

to minimize a predefined energy model with the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. The energy model consists of several

parameters that represent the causality, frequency, and significance of events. We design a specific energy model that uses these

parameters to satisfy each objective of event summarization and rare event detection. The proposed method is extended to obtain

event summarization and rare event detection results across multiple videos captured from multiple views. For this purpose, the

proposed method independently learns and edits each graph of individual videos for event summarization or rare event detection.

Then, the method matches the extracted multiple graphs to each other, and constructs a single composite graph that represents event

summarization or rare events from multiple views. Experimental results show that the proposed approach accurately summarizes

multiple videos in a fully unsupervised manner. Moreover, the experiments demonstrate that the approach is advantageous in detecting

rare transition of events.

Index Terms—Event summarization, rare event detection, video structure learning, video structure editing, video structure matching

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RESEARCH interest in video analysis has recently
increased. A new large-scale and realistic video dataset

has been designed to assess the performance of diverse
visual event algorithms [1]. Given the large number of video
datasets, video analysis primarily aims to analyze data auto-
matically and to extract useful information from them effi-
ciently. Among various problems of video analysis, event
summarization and rare event detection have gained consider-
able attention from numerous researchers because of the
increasing interest in intelligent surveillance systems [2],
[3], [4]. This study aims to develop a fully automatic system
that can solve these two problems efficiently and robustly in
a single framework.

The basic philosophy of our approach is that events and
the mutual relations among them in a video can be effi-
ciently represented by a graph, and that, by editing this
graph, both event summarization and rare event detection
problems can be solved easily and effectively. Fig. 1 summa-
rizes the overall procedure of our system. The system ini-
tially transforms an input video into a graph, as shown in

Fig. 1b. In the graph, the nodes indicate events in the video
which are obtained by segmenting the video spatially and
temporally. The edges are connected when relations among
events exist, and these relations can be defined and deter-
mined by a data-mining technique, as presented in [5].
Depending on how the graph is edited, different problems
can be solved as illustrated in Fig. 1c. For event summariza-
tion, the graph should be edited to leave only events with
high causality. By contrast, for rare event detection, the
graphs should be edited to leave events with high causality
but low frequency. We define rare events as those with low-
frequency because the definition is widely used in rare
event detection problems [6], [7]. In all cases, events with
low significance are deleted because the estimated causali-
ties and frequencies of such events are generally unreliable.
Compared with our original method presented in [8], the
method in the current study handles multiple videos cap-
tured from multiple views. To obtain event summarization
and rare event detection results from multiple videos, our
method first independently learns and edits the graph for
each individual video. Multiple graphs extracted from mul-
tiple videos are then matched to one another and aggre-
gated into a single graph representing event summarization
or rare events by the newly added graph-matching process.
During matching, the nodes may not be matched across
multiple graphs although the nodes represent the same
event because the features (optical flow and background
subtraction) of the nodes become significantly different as
the viewpoint changes. Thus, we use edges with similar
relation statistics (causality, frequency, and significance of
events) instead of nodes to match graphs because the rela-
tions are relatively robust to viewpoint changes.
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The present work has the following main contributions:
This paper presents a completely unsupervised method to
extract storylines and detect rare events in a video (auto-
matic). Graph structures, including nodes and edges, are
automatically learned, edited, and matched. The second
contribution of this study is the capacity to solve event sum-
marization and rare event detection problems in a single
framework by interpreting them as graph learning and edit-
ing tasks (efficiency). Event summarization and rare event
detection are important problems in the video analysis liter-
ature. The third contribution of this work is the ability of
the proposed method to discover associated events in a
video (usefulness). With aforementioned three contributions,
our system satisfies the aforementioned key objective of
video analysis, that is, to analyze data automatically and
extract useful information from them efficiently. The last con-
tribution of our present research is to extend our original
method in [8] to be able to handle multiple videos captured
from multiple views. Multiple event summarization and
rare event detection results obtained from multiple videos
are aggregated into a single event summarization result and
a single rare event detection result, respectively. This
extended work is described in detail in Section 5.

The present paper is organized as follows: related works
are introduced in Section 2. In Sections 3, 4, and 5, we
describe processes of inferring, editing, and matching the
video-structure graph in detail, respectively. We present
the experimental results in Section 6. Section 7 concludes
the paper with a discussion.

2 RELATED WORK

Many computer vision researchers use videos as input and
solve diverse video analysis problems [9], [10]. Yuen and
Torralba [9] solved the generic event prediction problem,
which identifies events that may occur. Izadinia and Shah
[10] detected complex events by analyzing low-level events.
This methodmodels the joint relationship between low-level
events in a graph, wherein a node represents each low-level
event and an edge indicates the correlation between two
events. Recently many researchers have begun to solve these

video analysis problems using the RGB-D data, as availabil-
ity of inexpensive RGB-D cameras increases. For example,
Koppula and Saxena [11] detected activities from RGB-D
videos, utilizing rich spatio-temporal interactions between
human poses and objects in the 3D scene. Other approach in
[12] also improved the video analysis results by using the
RGB-Ddata.While there are diverse video analysis problems
and different camera settings, ourmethod focuses on solving
event summarization and rare event detection problems
using normal but multiple cameras.

Among rare event detection methods [13], [15], [17],
[18], Boiman and Irani [19] presented the seminal work of
detecting irregular behavior. However this method
requires an expensive database that contains regular pat-
terns, which is compared with visual data in the test time.
Thus, Xiang and Gong [6] suggested an unsupervised sur-
veillance system that recognizes both normal behavior and
abnormal actions. However, this system does not consider
space-time dependencies between local atomic activities.
Kim and Grauman [20] captured these dependencies in a
video by using a space-time Markov Random Field model.
In contrast to the previous work that are not built upon a
rigorous statistical principle, Zhao et al. [21] proposed a
rigorous sparse coding-based framework for the unusual
event detection. While conventional methods learn normal
and abnormal behavior separately, Haines et al. [22]
inferred them jointly with a new topic model and
enhanced the rare event detection performance. All of
these methods, however, cannot detect unusual transitions
among events, such as an unusual switch in a series of
actions. By contrast, our method accurately finds not only
rare events but also such unusual transitions.

In event summarization methods [23], [24], [25], Gupta
et al. [26] first defined and solved a new problem of extract-
ing storylines of videos. This method, however, has weak-
nesses such as the need for labeled data to learn the
storyline. To solve this issue, Hospedales et al. [27] and
Kuettel et al. [28] introduced a Markov Clustering Topic
model and a Dependent Dirichlet Processes-HiddenMarkov
model, respectively. They detected interesting events and
their relations in an unsupervised manner. Instead of a

Fig. 1. Overview of our system. The system consists of three parts. The first part is graph learning to convert video data into a video graph. The sec-
ond is graph editing to extract useful information (event summarization and rare event detection) from the video graph. The last part is graph match-
ing to integrate information from multiple sources (views).
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normal camera, Lee et al. [29] used an egocentric camera and
proposed the egocentric video summarization problem that
searches the most important objects and people in a video.
While the aforementioned approaches considered only a sin-
gle camera, Leo and Manjunath [30] summarized individual
activities obtained from multiple cameras. However this
approach requires the information of exact camera locations.
By contrast, our method does not need the knowledge of
camera positions and can find more complex relations of
events. Numerous works including [30] consider multiple
cameras captured from multiple views for video analysis
[31], [32], [33]. Adam et al. [34] proposed a novel algorithm
to detect unusual events from multiple views. The method
uses multiple local monitors and collects low-level statistics.
However, this method can not match same events across
monitors and requires calibrated cameras. To correlate same
activities from different camera views and even with uncali-
brated cameras, Loy et al. [35] adapted a cross canonical cor-
relation analysis technique, and Emonet et al. [36] presented
an efficient model that summarizes a video under calibra-
tion-free and multi-camera environment. Compared with
these methods, our method do not match same activities but
match same relations between activities. Hence our method
is robust to the activity variations which are usually caused
by different camera view settings.

To solve event summarization and rare event detection
problems in an unified framework, our method employs a
graph structure learning technique. There have been many
advances in the graph structure learning and many tasks in
computer vision are formulated as a graph. In [37], a graph
is learned in a max-margin framework and is utilized to
improve the object matching accuracy. In the context of
video analysis applications, Brendel and Todorovic [38]
described videos by learning spatio-temporal graphs, where
the nodes and edges correspond to video segments and
their spatio-temporal relations, respectively. Wang and
Sahbi [39] represented actions in a video with directed acy-
clic graphs, in which the nodes contain the mid-level action
features and the edges model the spatio-temporal relations
between object parts. Two aforementioned methods have
been demonstrated in recognizing simple activities with
rather small scale graphs. Compared with these methods,
our method can deal with comparatively large scale graphs.

3 INFERRING THE VIDEO-STRUCTURE GRAPH

In this section, the process of learning the nodes (Section 3.1)
and edges (Section 3.2) of a graph from an input video is
explained.

3.1 Learning Nodes

A node represents a spatio-temporal event. The nodes of a
graph are obtained by decomposing a video into 3D seg-
ments, each of which corresponds to each node of the graph.
In this manner, we adopt the method introduced in [35] and
extend it by decomposing the video both spatially and tem-
porally1. Fig. 2 describes the entire process of learning the

nodes, which primarily consists of two steps, spatial decom-
position and temporal decomposition.

Spatial decomposition. The first step is to decompose a
video into several semantic regions in space as illustrated in
Fig. 2a. This process is conducted because a different event
occurs depending on its spatial position in a scene. In the
subway scene, the region of the subway rail is where the
arrival and departure events of a train occurs. On the other
hand, people typically get in and out of a train at the region
of the subway platform. The system automatically finds the
boundaries of these semantic regions by dividing the cam-
era view into blocks of 10� 10 pixels and by clustering the
blocks according to the similarities of local spatio-temporal
activity patterns. With regard to the features that describe
activity patterns, we use the percentage of static foreground
pixels within the block and the percentage of pixels within
the block that are classified as moving foreground [35].
Static foreground pixels are naively detected by subtracting
each frame with a background image, whereas moving fore-
ground pixels are found by subtracting consecutive frames.
With regard to the clustering method, the spectral clustering
algorithm in [41] is employed, wherein the number of
regions is determined automatically. The spatial decompo-
sition is conducted by considering all frames in the video,
as shown in [35]

Temporal decomposition. After the video is spatially
decomposed into several regions, each region is further
divided temporally as shown in Fig. 2b, because different
events may occur in relation to time even at the same region.
For example, in the subway scene, two events occur at the
same region of the subway rail: the arrival and departure of
a subway train. The system separates the event of each
region into multiple events in a manner similar to that in
spatial decomposition. However, features that describe
activity patterns are different from those in the spatial
decomposition case. For these features, the dominant mag-
nitude and angle of optical flow are used, wherein optical
flow is calculated by the Lucas-Kanade method presented
in [42]. The dominant magnitude of optical flow represents
the average movement of events. The dominant angle of
optical flow indicates the representative direction of events.

3.2 Learning Edges

To construct edges in the graph, each node is connected to
its neighbors. The edges are then weighted according to
properties such as causality, frequency, and significance of
events. We estimate such properties by the data-mining
technique introduced in [5]. Fig. 3 describes the entire pro-
cess of generating edges.

Fig. 2. Process of learning nodes. Our system spatially and temporally
decomposes the video into 3D segments.

1. High-level features (e.g. trajectory) and advanced video segmen-
tation methods (e.g. [40]) can be also incorporated to this decomposi-
tion process.
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Please note that a same event can be split into multiple
components in space and time. In this case, a event is repre-
sented by multiple nodes and is connected with diverse
neighbor events in different time and space (e.g. Event A is
connected with Event B at time t but with Event C at time
tþ 1).

Connecting edges. Each node of the graph is connected to
its neighboring nodes, thus implying that if events occur at
a closer location, then the probability that these events are
related to each other is higher. To determine the neighbors
of each node, we draw an imaginary cylinder for each node.
If a certain node falls within the cylinder, then the node is
considered as a neighbor, as illustrated in Fig. 3b. The
radius (height) of a cylinder indicates how far a node is con-
sidered to be a neighbor at the axis of space (time). In the
experiments, two nodes get linked if two following criteria
are met: 1) their spatial centers are distant of at most half an
image diagonal, 2) the time interval of the two events are
separated by at most 50 frames. For example, this value is
null for temporally adjacent components. The initial graph
accounts for the temporal order of two nodes because the
nodes of initial graph are connected with edges only when
they are spatial and temporal neighbors.

Making hypotheses. After connecting the edges, the system
makes multiple hypotheses of the relations among nodes.
To achieve this objective, we select a node in the graph and
consider the subgraph for the selected node, which consists
of neighbor nodes and the edges connected to it as shown in
Fig. 4a. In the subgraph, multiple hypotheses are formu-
lated by deleting a different subset of edges and nodes from
the subgraph, as illustrated in Fig. 4b. Our method makes
all possible hypotheses for each node. Finally, the hypothe-
ses are duplicated in proportion to the temporal length of
the selected node. This process is repeated until all nodes in
the graph are selected. Fig. 4 illustrates an example of
hypotheses when node A is selected. In this example, the
total number of hypotheses is 10

P5
i¼1

5
i

� � ¼ 290, where
node A has 5 neighbors and the temporal length of node A
is 10 frames.

Our system derives statistics such as mðA;BÞ, mðAÞ, np,
and ne from the hypotheses of the relations between nodes.
mðA;BÞ is the observed frequency of events A and B occur-
ring jointly, mðAÞ is the observed frequency when event A
occurs, np is the number of all pairs of events, and ne is the
number of events instances in the hypotheses. Our method
can obtain statistics by using only one video. The statistic of
mðA;BÞ can be obtained by counting the number of

hypotheses, which include events A and B simultaneously.
For example, if the constructed directional graph is
A ! B ! A, then the possible hypotheses are A ! B and
B ! A. In this case,mðA;BÞ is 2.

Weighting edges. Events connected with edges imply that
they have a certain relation. The characteristics of relations
are distinguished by using the aforementioned statistics
obtained from the hypothesis. The process of finding char-
acteristics is called weighting edges because the strength of
the relations is determined by the characteristics. In our
problem, three types of characteristics are used, namely,
causality, frequency, and significance of events.

The causality cðA ! BÞ represents the probability that
event B is caused by event A, that is:

cðA ! BÞ ¼ pðA;BÞ
pðAÞ ¼ nemðA;BÞ

npmðAÞ : (1)

If related events have a high value on causality, then the sys-
tem considers them to have a strong causal relationship. On
the other hand, the frequency fðA;BÞ indicates the probabil-
ity that events A and Bwill occur simultaneously, that is:

fðA;BÞ ¼ pðA;BÞ ¼ mðA;BÞ
np

: (2)

If related events have a low value on the frequency, then the
relation is considered abnormal. The last characteristic is
the significance of events called the p-value. This character-
istic measures how much events A and B are independent
and is obtained by pValðA;BÞ:

XmðAÞ

i¼mðA;BÞ

np

i

� �
ðpðAÞpðBÞÞið1� pðAÞpðBÞÞnp�i: (3)

The p-value can be used to measure the confidence of the
causality and frequency of events. If the p-value is
extremely high, then the events are highly independent. In
this case, the confidence of causality and frequency is
extremely low because the independence of the events
offers no sufficient chance to obtain reliable values of cau-
sality and frequency.

In practice, the binomial probability in (3) is relatively
difficult to calculate. Thus, we obtain the z-score [5], which
is an upper bound of (3), instead of directly calculating the
p-value:

zðA;BÞ ¼ mðA;BÞ � nppðAÞpðBÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nppðAÞpðBÞð1� pðAÞpðBÞÞp ; (4)

where zðA;BÞ denotes the z-score of events A and B.

Fig. 3. Process of learning edges. Our system connects neighbor nodes
while weighting on the edges according to causality, frequency, and sig-
nificance of events. (c) is an initial graph for the graph-structure editing
in the next section.

Fig. 4. Process of making hypotheses on the relations.
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4 EDITING THE VIDEO-STRUCTURE GRAPH

After learning the initial graph, such as that in Fig. 3c,
our system edits the graph to minimize a predefined
energy model with the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
[43], which is a MCMC method, as described in Fig. 5.
The energy model is composed of several variables that
represent causality, frequency, and significance of events,
and is designed with these variables to satisfy each
objective of the event summarization and rare event
detection problem.

4.1 Energy Minimization by MCMC

The best graph Ĝ is one that provides the minimum log-
likelihood estimate over theN samples.

Ĝ ¼ arg
GðlÞ

min� log pðYjGðlÞÞ for l ¼ 1; . . . ; N; (5)

where GðlÞ indicates the lth sample of the graph-struc-

ture; Y denotes the observations of GðlÞ, which are cau-

sality, frequency, and significance of events in GðlÞ; and
�log pðYjGlÞ represents the energy model that measures

how much GðlÞ and the optimal graph-structure Gopt

coincide. In (5), the MCMC method can be interpreted as

a stochastic search, wherein Ĝ tends to be a structure

resembling Gopt.
The MCMC method consists of two main steps: the pro-

posal and the acceptance steps. In the proposal step, a new
graph-structure is proposed by the proposal density func-
tion. Given the proposed graph-structure, the method
decides whether such structure is accepted with the accep-
tance ratio in the acceptance step:

g ¼ min 1;

1
�log pðYjG�ÞQðG;G�Þ

1
�log pðYjGÞQðG�;GÞ

" #
; (6)

where QðG�;GÞ denotes the proposal density function and
G� represents the new graph-structure proposed by
QðG�;GÞ. These two steps iteratively continue until the
number of iterations reaches a predefined value, as summa-
rized in Algorithm 1.

To calculate the acceptance ratio in (6), the remaining
task is to design the proposal density function QðG�;GÞ
and the energy model �log pðYjGÞ. The next section
explains how to design the proposal density function effi-
ciently to increase the accuracy of the estimate in (5) given a
fixed number of samples and to build the energy model

appropriately to satisfy each objective of event summariza-
tion and rare event detection.

Algorithm 1. Graph-structure editing

1: for l ¼ 1 to N � 1 do
2: G ¼ GðlÞ

3: ProposeG� using QðG�;GÞ in (7).
4: Calculate g in (6) with �log pðYjGÞ of (10)(13).
5: u � U ½0; 1�.
6: if u < g then
7: Gðlþ1Þ ¼ G�

8: else
9: Gðlþ1Þ ¼ G
10: end if
11: end for

4.2 Event Summarization

The event summarization problem aims to extract represen-
tative and interesting events with strong causality to one
another from a video. To achieve this objective, the proposal
density function in (6) is designed as follows:

QðG�;GÞ ¼ Q1ðG�;GÞ : with the probability 0.5
Q2ðG�;GÞ : with the probability 0.5;

�
(7)

where Q1ðG�;GÞ adds a new pair of events to the current
graph G, and Q2ðG�;GÞ deletes an existing pair of events
from G. In Q1ðG�;GÞ, a candidate pair of events, A and B, is
chosen for addition to the graph with the probability, as
follows:

paðA ! BÞ ¼ exp�ð1�cðA!BÞÞP
8r!s2R0 exp�ð1�cðr!sÞÞ ; A ! B 2 R0; (8)

where cðA ! BÞ represents the causality between events A
and B calculated by (1) and R0 denotes the set of all pairs of
related events, which are excluded from the current graph,
G. In Q2ðG�;GÞ, the existing pair of events, A and B, is cho-
sen for deletion from the graph with the probability, as fol-
lows:

pdðA ! BÞ ¼ exp�cðA!BÞP
8r!s2R exp�cðr!sÞ ; A ! B 2 R; (9)

where R denotes the set of all pairs of related events existing
in G.

The energy model of the event summarization problem is
designed to include as many related events as possible, with
the events having high values on causality and significance.

�log pðYjGÞ ¼ �log pðc; zjGÞ
¼ �c

X
8r!s2R

ð1� cðr ! sÞÞ þ �s

X
8r!s2R

zðr; sÞ � �njGj2;

(10)

where cðr ! sÞ and zðr ! sÞ represent the causality and sig-
nificance of a pair of events calculated by (1) and (4),

Fig. 5. Process of editing the graph-structure. Using MCMC, our method
obtains N samples of the graph-structures. Among the samples, the
method selects the best graph-structure as the final result of event sum-
marization or rare event detection.
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respectively; �c, �s and �n indicate the weighting parame-
ters; and jGj is the prior term,2 which returns the total num-
ber of events in graph G. Our system can control the length
of the storyline of the video by differently weighting on jGj
with the weighting parameter �n in (10). The system with
the lower value �n obtains a more concise storyline of the
video.

4.3 Rare Event Detection

In the rare event detection problem, our system finds
events with high causality but low frequency. As such, the
proposal density function is the same as (7) except in
choosing a candidate pair of events to be added or deleted.
In rare event detection, the candidate pair of events, A and
B, is chosen for addition to the graph with the probability,
as follows:

paðA ! BÞ ¼ exp�ð1�cðA!BÞÞ�fðA;BÞP
8r!s2R0 exp�ð1�cðr!sÞÞ�fðr;sÞ ; (11)

where A ! B 2 R0 and fðA;BÞ represents the frequency of
the pair of events A and B, calculated by (2). Similarly, the
existing pair of events, A and B, is chosen for deletion from
the graph with the probability, as follows:

pdðA ! BÞ ¼ exp�cðA!BÞ�ð1�fðA;BÞÞP
8r!s2R exp�cðr!sÞ�ð1�fðr;sÞÞ ; (12)

where A ! B 2 R.
Our system designs the energy model of rare event detec-

tion to include related events with high values on causality
and significance but low values on frequency while main-
taining a certain number of events.

�log pðYjGÞ ¼ �log pðc; f; zjGÞ
¼ �c

X
8r!s2R

ð1� cðr ! sÞÞ þ �f

X
8r!s2R

fðr; sÞ

þ �s

X
8r!s2R

zðr; sÞ � �njGj2;
(13)

�c, �s, �f , and �n indicate the weighting parameters. The
rare event detection problem includes event summarization
in our framework. If �f in (13) is zero, then the equations
are exactly the same as (10) of the event summarization
problem.

5 MATCHING THE VIDEO-STRUCTURE GRAPH

In this section, we extend our method to summarize events
and detect rare events of multiple videos. Multiple videos
with the same physical events captured by multiple cam-
eras with different viewpoints are considered. First, our
method obtains a graph for each video by using the

aforementioned video-structure graph learning and editing
processes, as shown in Fig. 6a. Then, the method combines
multiple graphs of all videos and makes a single graph by
finding the maximum common subgraph, as shown in
Fig. 6b. To match multiple graphs efficiently, our method
chooses the largest graph among all graphs by searching
the graph with the most nodes. Then, the method matches a
portion of the largest graph with a portion of each of the
other graphs. The smallest common sub-graph consists of a
pair of nodes with an edge. Hence we can summarize multi-
ple videos if the overlap between camera’s fields of view
contain at least a pair of events.

5.1 Subgraph Matching

Maximum Common Subgraph Isomorphism (MCSI) in [46]
aims at finding a portion of a graph, which is identical in
structure to a portion of the other graph. Because MCSI is a
non-deterministic polynomial-time hard problem [47], we
transform MCSI into an easy problem that is Subgraph Iso-
morphism (SI) in [48]. The SI problem is as follows. Given
two graphs, G1 and G2, there is subgraph isomorphism
from G1 to G2 if a subgraph S 2 G1 exists such that G2 and
S are matched by one-to-one mapping. If we choose G2

from a subgraph of an original graph and consider all possi-
ble subgraphs forG2, we can transform MCSI to SI.

In the SI problem, D1 and D2 are the distance matrices of
G1 and G2, respectively. By using the distance matrices, we
assign a cost of each pair of vertices when the vertices are
connected. G1 and G2 are isomorphic if a permutation
matrix P exists forG1 such that

jD2 �PD1P
T j < �; (14)

where a small � allows two graphs to be matched even
though their edges don’t have exactly same values. In the
experiment, we set � to 10.

Although there are advanced graph matching methods
[49], Ullmann algorithm [48] is simple and sufficient to
our problem of finding subgraph isomorphism. The
inputs to this algorithm are multiple graphs and their dis-
tance matrices. The outputs are the permutation matrices
which make two graphs to be matched. The computa-
tional cost of Ullmann algorithm exponentially increases
as the number of nodes increases. Nevertheless, we
employ Ullmann algorithm in this paper because the size
of our graph is small after the video-structure editing pro-
cess presented in Section 4. The whole matching process

Fig. 6. Process of matching the subgraph. (a) Our method obtains multi-
ple graphs from multiple videos. (b) The method then finds the maximum
common subgraph among the graphs and combines them.

2. The advanced prior (i.e. Infinite Latent Conditional Random
Fields (ILCRF) recently proposed by Jiang and Saxena [44]) can be used
for the graph structure learning process. In ILCRF, a graph is proba-
bilistically sampled from the posterior distribution of graph-structures.
ILCRF, however, requires the training process, which is not fit to our
problem. Alternatively, Grzegorczyk and Husmeier [45] proposed the
structure MCMC sampler that specifies the prior probability on graph
structures explicitly. Our method can benefit from this advanced sam-
pling strategy and improve the convergence rate of graph-structure
inference.
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is described in Algorithm 2. Please refer to [48] for the
Ullmann algorithm detail.

Algorithm 2. Graph-structure matching

Input:G1,G2; . . . ;GjGj
Output: P11, P12; . . . ;P1jGj
1: Let the graphG1 be the largest graph.
2: jGj is the total number of graphs.
3: for v ¼ 1 to jGj do
4: P1v is the permutation matrix forG1 andGv.
5: for All subgraphs ofGv do
6: Call Ullmann ðD1;Dv;P1vÞ in [48], which solves (14).
7: end for
8: Return P1v if it is the largest subgraph.
9: end for

5.2 Relation Matching

In multiple videos, the features (optical flow and back-
ground subtraction) become extremely different as the
viewpoint changes although they represent the same event.
However, the relations (causality, frequency, and signifi-
cance) among events hardly change as the viewpoint varies.
Thus, our method matches edges across the graphs with
similar relation statistics. The distance matrix D in (14) is
then designed by the relation costs among the nodes, which
consist of the causality, frequency, and significance between
two events:

D ¼ Dc þDf þ aDs; (15)

where Dc, Df , and Ds are the distance matrices, which use
causality, frequency, and significance as costs, respectively.
In (15), a is empirically set to 0:005 for the normalization.

We designDc,Df , andDs as follows:

Dc
A;B ¼

cðA ! BÞ; if nodes A and B are connected:

0; otherwise.

(
;

Df
A;B ¼

fðA;BÞ; if nodes A and B are connected:

0; otherwise.

(
;

Ds
A;B ¼

zðA;BÞ; if nodes A and B are connected.

0; otherwise.

(
:

(16)

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We tested five publicly available datasets3 in the experiment.
Based on these datasets, the proposed algorithm (ESRED)
was compared with the significant association rule model
(SARM) presented in [5] and Dependent Dirichlet Processes-
Hidden Markov Model (DDP-HMM) discussed in [28],
which are state-of-the-art data mining and event detection
algorithms, respectively. For SARM, the same graph learned
by our method was used as the initial graph. With the data
mining techniques presented in [5], the graph was edited to

produce event summarization and rare event detection
results. For DDP-HMM, we used the software provided by
the authors. We adjusted the parameters of SARM and DDP-
HMM to show the best performance.

We modified DDP-HMM to detect the rare events as
well. For this, we performed following steps: 1) Given the
test video, we extract normal motion patterns of objects by
using original DDP-HMM. 2) We measure the dissimilarity
between whole motion patterns in the same video and nor-
mal motion patterns obtained by the previous step. To
measure the dissimilarity, we use the KullbackLeiber diver-
gence. 3) We choose top 5 dissimilar events as rare events.
We call the modified DDP-HMM as DDP-HMMþ and test

DDP-HMMþ by using subway platform and disease
sequences. We also modified our method, ESRED, to use
same feature (i.e. optical flow) with DDP-HMM. We call the
modified version of our method as ESRED�.

6.1 The Subway Platform Sequence: Single View

Event summarization. For event summarization, the energy
model in (10) was minimized whereas the MCMC method
where the number of used samples was 800, and �c, �s, and
�n were set to 100, 0:01, and 1, respectively. After energy
minimization, the edited graph was obtained as illustrated
in Fig. 7. In the figure, the red arrows represent the existence
of significant relations among nodes, whereas the red num-
bers indicate causality. The graph consists of 12 nodes and
10 edges, whereas the original graph has 45 nodes and 231
edges. The extracted storyline of the video can be divided
into the following parts.

Part A describes the approach of a train. When the train
pulls into the platform (node 22), waiting passengers typi-
cally converge near the train (nodes 34 ad 37), although a
few people move toward the down direction of the scene
(nodes 18 and 32). Our system summarized both normal
(nodes 34 and 37) and abnormal (nodes 18 and 32) events at
the platform that resulted from the event of the approaching
train (node 22). Part B shows the related events after the
train opens its doors. When the doors of the train are
opened (node 25), people get on or off the train (node 38).
Although severe occlusions occur among people, the system
robustly captures events with casual relations. Part C is con-
cerned with the events that arise from the departure of the
train from the subway station. After the train leaves the

Fig. 7. The results of event summarization recovered by our method in
the subway platform (difficult) sequence. The number in each rectangle
denotes a node index. The red arrows represent the existence of signifi-
cant relations among nodes, whereas the red numbers indicate
causality.

3. AVSS 2007 (http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/avss2007/),
BOSS (http://193.190.194.199/BOSS/), London Traffic from [27], PETS
2006 (http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2006/), and PETS 2007 (http://
www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/PETS2007/data.html).
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station (node 24), several people move to the top of the
platform (node 27), whereas others who got off from the
train move to the bottom of the platform (node 9). Part D
illustrates the situation wherein a train approaches the
platform from the opposite side (node 21). As this event is
occurring, people go to the upside or downside of the plat-
form (node 19). The events included in part D are very
difficult to extract because they are rare in the subway plat-
form sequence.

We also tested two other subway platform sequences. In
both sequences, our method summarized representative
events occurred in the subway platform, as shown in Fig. 8,
which are approaching of the train, opening trains doors,
leaving of the train, waiting the train, and getting on and off
the train. Moreover our method accurately detected rare
events in two sequences, in which one of rare events is a
bag being still on the platform after leaving of the train.

Rare event detection. For rare event detection, �c, �s, �f ,
and �n were set in (13) as 10, 0:01, 100, and 0:5, respec-
tively. After the energy minimization process of (13), our
system obtained two abnormal scenarios as described in
Fig. 9. In the figure, the red arrows represent the existence
of significant relations between nodes with low frequency,
denoted by red numbers. The blue arrows describe
whether the nodes are spatial or temporal neighbors of
each other. In the first scenario, two people sitting on a
stool (node 12) and a person at the platform (node 37) start
to move toward the down direction of the scene (nodes 10
and 32) as the train approaches the platform (node 22).
The events of nodes 10 and 32 themselves are normal
because these types of events frequently occur when peo-
ple get on or off the train. However, the events become
abnormal when their relations with the event of node 22
are considered. The event of node 22 infrequently causes
the event of node 10 or 32. Instead, it typically causes most

people in the scene to go near the approaching train. Thus,
this event is the rare transition of events from node 22 to
node 10 or 32. Similarly, the second scenario includes the
abnormal scenario wherein a woman continues to sit on a
stool (node 31) although the train has already arrived at the
platform. She finally goes out of the subway station with the
people who get off the train (node 26) after the train departs
from the station.

Comparison. Table 1 compares the different event sum-
marization and rare event detection methods. We evalu-
ated event summarization by counting the number of
representative event types discovered by the methods. We
utilize the method in [27] for evaluation. For this case, we
manually label each segment in the video to make the
ground truth. As shown in Table 1, our method more accu-
rately extracted representative event types and found more
interesting as well as a larger number of events in the
sequence compared with SARM and DDP-HMM.
Although DDP-HMM also exhibited good performance by
finding the diverse moving directions of people that get on
or off the train, it missed a few representative events such
as ”opening train’s doors” and ”leaving of the train,” as
shown in Fig. 10. Given that DDP-HMM learns the number
of activities automatically, we could not increase the total
number of representative events to the same number as
ours. By contrast, our method produced better results
because it uses the foreground percentage as well as the
optical flow for the feature and exploits rich statistics about
the relation of events such as causality, frequency, or

Fig. 8. The results of event summarization recovered by our method in
two other subway platform sequences.

Fig. 9. The results of rare event detection by our method in the subway
platform sequence. The red arrows represent the existence of significant
relations between nodes with low frequency, denoted by red numbers.
The blue arrows describe whether the nodes are spatial or temporal
neighbors of each other.

TABLE 1
Comparison in Subway Platform (Difficult) Sequence

Red indicates the best performance. If the number is 0, it means that the method
cannot find the representative event type. On the other hand, number 1 indi-
cates that the method successfully found the event type. If the number is more
than 2, it means that the method unnecessarily found the same event type
again. In the case of rare event detection, a larger number of rare transitions
indicates better results.
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significance of events. Similarly, we evaluated rare event
detection by counting the number of rare transitions dis-
covered by the methods. Interesting rare transitions found
by our method include people not going near the
approaching train. Our method detected a larger number
of rare transitions compared with SARM as described in
Table 1. DDP-HMM could not find rare transitions of
events during the training phase, although it could be
used to detect such transitions after training a model off-
line. Conversely, given a video, our method needs no train-
ing phase to detect rare transitions of events in the video.

By modifying DDP-HMM, DDP-HMMþ detected three
rare events and showed better performance than SARM in

the subway platform sequence. DDP-HMMþ, however,

missed two rare events. Because DDP-HMMþ does not have
a explicit mechanism that estimates frequency, causality,
and significance of events, rare event detection of

DDP-HMMþ is less accurate than ours. ESRED� can not
detect static events anymore (e.g. train’s doors is opening, a
woman continues to sit on a stool although the train has
already arrived at the platform) because it only uses the
optical flow as a feature. Therefore ESRED� is worse than
ESRED. Compared with DDP-HMM that also uses the opti-
cal flow as a feature, however, ESRED� still produces better
results. This comparison demonstrates that our graph based
approach is one of key components to the success of event
summarization and rare event detection.

Parameter. �f changes a number of rare events in the
result video. The larger �f , a larger number of rare events in
the result video. Hence we typically use a relatively large �f

for the rare event detection problem and a relatively small
�f for the event summarization problem. If we use a large
�f for the video with a small number of rare events, how-
ever, the result is likely to contain less unusual events. We
quantitatively evaluated our method with different settings
of this parameter. For this test, we fixed �c to 100. As shown
in Table 2, our method is not much sensitive to a change
in �f . If we increase �f , our method summarizes more
rare events (e.g. “Counterflow” of event summarization,
“Interesting” of rare event detection) than normal events. �c

changes a number of representative events in the result
video. If we increase �c, our method searches for either nor-
mal or abnormal events, which have very strong causality.
Hence a large �c makes the result video to include a small
number of representative events. We quantitatively evalu-
ated our method with different settings of �c in Table, while
�f is fixed to 0. Table 2 demonstrates that our method produ-
ces similar outputs in spite of a large change in �c. �s controls
the sensitiveness of the result video to a change in �f and �s.
A small �s makes our method to be less sensitive to the
parameter changes. A large �s makes our method to produce
a different videowith different parameter settings. In Table 2,
if �s is 0:5, the results changemore comparedwith �s ¼ 0:05.

6.2 Disease Sequence: Single View

Event summarization. The disease sequence of the BOSS
dataset was also tested. The sequence includes the scenario
wherein a man enters the railway coach. After a while, he
suddenly falls ill. Passengers help him to his seat. Figs. 11a
and 11b show the qualitative results of event summariza-
tion and rare event detection in this sequence. For event
summarization, �c, �s, and �n in (10) were set to 100, 0:01,
and 0:3, respectively. The energy calculated by (10) was
minimized, thus the graph was edited to contain 8 nodes
and 6 edges from the original 31 nodes and 142 edges. As
illustrated in Fig. 11a, our system summarized the disease
sequence with three different parts effectively. The first
part describes the scenario wherein people enter the rail-
way coach (node 20) and take their seats (node 25). The
event of node 20 caused the event of node 25. In the second

Fig. 10. Selection of representative activities detected by DDP-HMM in
the subway platform sequence.

TABLE 2
Experiment on the Parameters in the Subway

Platform (Difficult) Sequence

Fig. 11. The results of event summarization and rare event detection by
our method in the disease sequence. The red numbers represent the
causality of events in (a) and the frequency of events in (b).
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part, our method captured the meaningful situation of a
man suddenly falling ill (node 22). The method detected
rare transitions between nodes 2 and 9 and node 22. These
transitions of events are irregular because the abnormal
event of node 22 occurs just after the normal events of
nodes 2 and 9. After the man falls ill, passengers help him
to his seat (node 21). The event of node 21 causes passen-
gers to rise from their seats to help the man (nodes 1 and
10). Our method accurately found the casual relationship
between node 21 and nodes 1 and 10 as shown in the third
part of Fig. 11a, despite severe occlusions and the interac-
tions of people. By contrast, the joint activities obtained by
DDP-HMM described inaccurate transitions of events
because of the errors caused by severe occlusion and back-
ground clutter, although a full comparison is impossible,
as illustrated in Fig. 11c.

Rare event detection. For rare event detection, we set �c, �s,
�f , and �n in (13) to 10, 0:01, 100, and 0:01, respectively.
Fig. 11b shows the edited graph obtained by our method for
rare event detection. Our system successfully detected the
meaningful but abnormal event of a man falling ill (node 22).
In addition, the system found related events with node 22.
For example, node 28 includes the region wherein the man
briefly felt pain, thus causing him to become ill (node 22).

Comparison. As shown in Table 3, our method outper-
forms SARM and DDP-HMM quantitatively in the per-
formance of both event summarization and rare event
detection. Our method more accurately extracted repre-
sentative event types and found more interesting and a
larger number of events in the sequence compared with
SARM and DDP-HMM. In addition, our method detected
a larger number of rare transitions compared with SARM
and DDP-HMM.

DDP-HMMþ consistently produced better results than
SARM in the disease sequence. However it also detected 1
uninteresting events, while our method did not. Although

DDP-HMMþ shows the promising performance, it is weak
to detect the rare relations between events. The background
subtraction feature used in ESRED is useful for detecting
static events but also have a chance of inducing noise. In the
disease sequence, the background subtraction results
include uninteresting events caused by illumination
changes instead of objects. Hence ESRED� is better than
ESRED in the disease sequence.

6.3 The London Traffic Sequence: Single View

Event summarization. This sequence depicts traffic at inter-
sections. To summarize the sequence, we set �c, �s, and �n

in (10) to 100, 0:05, and 0:01, respectively, and minimize the

energy of (10). Then, we obtained an edited graph consist-
ing of 14 nodes and 14 edges, whereas the original had 827
nodes and 2,353 edges. As illustrated in Fig. 12, our method
summarized events similar to those shown in [27], [28]. The
method found the four representative movements of cars
according to traffic lights and recovered the traffic light
cycle accurately.

Rare event detection. Our method also found a rare transi-
tion of events as illustrated in Fig. 13a. In the dataset, a car
suddenly stopped on the road while other cars kept going.
This event is an unusual switch in a series of car movements,
the frequency of which is only 0:025. This event could not be
recovered by DDP-HMM at its training phase, although this
approach might detect the transition after training. By con-
trast, our method found both rare and representative
sequences of events by casting the problems as the graph
editing framework. During the process of the method, the
energy in (13) was decreased from 7;902 to 353 and finally
converged as shown in Fig. 13b, in which �c, �s, �f , and �n

were set to 100, 0:005, 200, and 0:005, respectively.
An event in our method represents activities caused by

several objects in a spatio-temporal region of the video. Hence
our method has difficulty in detecting a specific event caused
by one object. For such a reason, in London Traffic Sequence,
ourmethod did not detect a fire engine interrupting the traffic
and a police car driving in the wrong way, whereas other
approaches in [25], [27] are able to detect these kinds of abnor-
malities. This is limitation of our approach and we will con-
sider theses problems in the future study.

TABLE 3
Comparison in the Disease Sequence

Red indicates the best performance.

Fig. 12. The results of event summarization recovered by our method in
the traffic sequence. The figures at the top are a simplified version of the
figures at the bottom.

Fig. 13. Results of rare event detection found by our method in the traffic
sequence.
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6.4 The PETS 2006 Sequence: Multiple Views

Event summarization. In this experiment, we used two vid-
eos captured from different views, where the videos
include the same physical activities in the train station. For
event summarization, �c, �s, and �n in (10) were set as 100,
0:01, and 0:01, respectively. Fig. 14a describes the event
summarization results, which are independently obtained
for each video by our video graph-structure learning
in Section 3 and our video graph-structure editing in
Section 4. We then obtained the edited graph of video 1,
which consisted of 8 nodes and 7 edges, whereas the origi-
nal had 75 nodes and 217 edges. In the case of video 2, we
obtained the edited graph with 5 nodes and 4 edges,
whereas the original had 22 nodes and 60 edges. Fig. 14b
describes the combined event summarization results of the
two videos obtained by our video graph-structure match-
ing in Section 5. As shown in the figure, the common sub-
graphs of the two videos (C and F , D and G, and E and
H) were matched because these graphs represent the same
event in the videos. Notably, the event summarization
result of video 2 missed one important event, that is, the
movement of the dirt wagon from the right side to the left
side. However, the final event summarization result in
Fig. 14b includes the aforementioned event because our

method successfully detected the event during the event
summarization process for video 2.

Our methods which use multiple videos and a single
video are quantitatively compared in Table 4. Notably, our
method does not require synchronized videos for event
summarization and rare event detection. Regardless of
video synchronization, our method can match same events
across videos by using the graph matching algorithm. For
example, our method summarized Event A and E as a same
events in Fig. 14, even though they occurred at a different
time. In the aforementioned general video setting, we can
not use a stitched image as a multi-view baseline, which
requires video synchronization in advance.

In the video graph-structure matching process, our
method matched edges instead of nodes. When our method
matched nodes, the method failed to summarize the videos,
as shown in Fig. 15, because the views were very different
across the videos and because the nodes including event

Fig. 14. The results of event summarization recovered by our method in the PETS 2006 sequence. The red arrows represent the existence of signifi-
cant relations among nodes, wherein the red numbers in order represent the frequency, Z score, and causality of events. The blue arrows describe
whether the nodes are spatial or temporal neighbors of each other.

TABLE 4
Comparison of Our Methods in the PETS 2006 Sequence

Our method that uses multiple videos is compared with our method that uses a
single video, Video 1 or Video 2.

Fig. 15. The failure results of event summarization when ourmethod uses
nodematching instead of edgematching in the PETS 2006 sequence.
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features such as optical flow and background significantly
varied depending on the view. By contrast, the edges
including relation statistics among events such as causality,
frequency, and significance, slightly changed as the view
varied, as demonstrated in Fig. 14a.

Rare event detection. For rare event detection, we set �c, �s,
�f , and �n in (13) to 10, 0:01, 100, and 0:01, respectively.
Fig. 16 illustrates the combined rare event detection results
of the two videos. Our method accurately detected the rare
event of two people entering the scene from opposite direc-
tions, with one person placing a suitcase on the ground
before both people leave together.

6.5 The PETS 2007 Sequence: Multiple Views

Event summarization. For event summarization, �c, �s, and �n

in (10) were set to 500, 0:05, and 0:01, respectively. Fig. 17a
shows each event summarization result of the two videos.
Although the videos included very complex activities by the
crowd, our method summarized the events in each view.
However, the event summarization results of video 1 missed
important events G and H, which are successfully summa-
rized in video 2. By contrast, the event summarization results

of video 2 missed important events C and D, which are suc-
cessfully summarized in video 1. Nevertheless, the final
combined event summarization result in Fig. 17b includes all
the aforementioned events wherein the relationA;B in video
1 and the relation E;F in video 2 were matched as the com-
mon sub-graphs. The common sub-graphs indicates the
same events occurred in videos 1 and 2. Our method that
usesmultiple videos and ourmethod that uses a single video
are quantitatively compared in Table 5. The top right side of
Fig. 17b illustrates the scene at the top view.

Rare event detection. For rare event detection, we set �c, �s,
�f , and �n in (13) to 10, 0:01, 100, and 0:01, respectively.
Fig. 18 describes the combined rare event detection results
of two videos. Our method successfully detected the rare
event C, in which several people turned around and
retraced their steps; and the rare event A;B, in which sev-
eral people walked away in the opposite direction.

7 CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed a unified framework for event
summarization and rare event detection, and then, pre-
sented graph-structure learning, editing, and matching
methods to solve these problems efficiently. Our method
initially learns the graph-structure of videos, where nodes
represent events and edges indicate the relation among
nodes. Then, the method edits the graph-structure of videos
by minimizing each energy value for event summarization

Fig. 16. The results of rare event detection recovered by our method in
the PETS 2006 sequence.

Fig. 17. The results of event summarization recovered by our method in the PETS 2007 sequence. The red arrows represent the existence of signifi-
cant relations among nodes, wherein the red numbers in order represent the frequency, Z score, and causality of events. The blue arrows describe
whether the nodes are spatial or temporal neighbors of each other.

TABLE 5
Comparison of Our Methods in the PETS 2007 Sequence
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and rare event detection. Our method finally integrates all
graph-structures of multiple videos by matching edges
instead of nodes, which enables the method to handle view
point changes in the videos. The experimental results dem-
onstrate that the proposed method outperforms conven-
tional algorithms in complex and crowded public scenes by
exploiting and utilizing the causality, frequency, and signifi-
cance of relations among events.

Our method spends most computational time to segment
the video spatially and temporally through the method
employed in [35]. Thus, computational cost and scalability
highly depend on [35]. By properly optimizing the process,
we can significantly enhance the performance of our
method although it takes approximately 1 seconds per
frame at the current state.
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